
 

KWI Clutching + TAPP MFG INC - Totally Adjustable Performance Product

MORE POWER
OEM CLUTCHES WITH KWI UPGRADES CAN HANDLE UP TO 38PSI OF BOOST, BUT ANY

ADDITIONAL POWER CAN CAUSE BIG, EXPENSIVE PROBLEMS. WE DIDN’T THINK THAT WAS
ENOUGH POWER, SO WE FIXED IT. WE’VE TEAMED UP WITH TAPP CLUTCH TO ENGINEER

THE ULTIMATE FIX TO YOUR HIGH HORSEPOWER CLUTCHING AND CRANKSHAFT
PROBLEMS. SAY GOODBYE TO CRANKSHAFT DAMAGE AND COMPLEX TUNING LIMITATIONS

AND SAY HELLO TO THE KWI TAPP CLUTCH.
Key Features:

● Custom multi-angle curve sheaves designed specifically for the SXS market for great belt grip and
cooler longer belt life.

● Externally removable Custom KWI+TAPP Ramps for 3 way adjustable shift profiles and
engagement RPM in minutes with no special tools.

● External ramp angle adjustment with Quick Shift Bolts to easily adjust RPM in seconds.

● External weight adjustment.

● Designed to use KWI 630 clutch bolt or factory clutch bolt.

● Uses same clutch puller as OEM.

● Extensive venting for cooling and lightweight low inertia design provides unmatched throttle
response.

Installing Your Clutch 

CanAm X3- Your KWI+TAPP clutch comes with a special clutch bolt lock washer- do not use the OEM
clutch bolt washer as it will restrict movement of the outer sheave. You can use the OEM clutch bolt but
we highly suggest using the KWI+WSRD 630 Clutch bolt.

USING THE KWI+WSRD 630 Bolt with the KWI+TAPP clutch- VERY IMPORTANT YOU ENSURE ONLY .850”
OF THREAD IS PRESENT ON THE 630 BOLT AS PICTURED BELOW. IF YOUR THREADS ARE LONGER YOU
MUST CAREFULLY REMOVE THE UPPER THREADS BY THE SHANK UNTIL ONLY .850” OF THREADS REMAIN
(SEE PHOTO BELOW. IF YOU FAIL TO DO THIS THE CLUTCH BOLT WILL CROSS THREAD INSIDE THE



PRIMARY CLUTCH AND POSSIBLY RUIN YOUR CLUTCH SHAFT.



Installation on unmodified crankshafts- Install the clutch exactly as you would install the OEM clutch.
Torque the bolt per bolt manufacturer instructions.

Installation on optional KWI CRANKLOCK (Patent Pend.) modified crankshafts- (Crankshaft must be
installed in motor) Clean your crankshaft KWI CRANKLOCK slots with acetone or brake cleaner ensuring
absolutely no dirt, grease or old Locktite is in the slot. Put a small amount of Green Loctite 680 in
crankshaft slots. Install 4 dowells with the chamfered end of the dowell toward the tip of the crankshaft
snout as shown. The Dowell should be positioned more toward the tip end of the crankshaft slot. Put the
supplied oetiker clamp around the 4 dowells and crimp it to hold the dowells firmly into the slots, let
them sit a minimum of 12 hours to ensure the loctite hardens. After the loctite hardens you can remove
the oetiker clamp and CAREFULLY install your KWI+TAPP clutch ensuring the dowells in the crankshaft
properly engage the slots in the back of the clutch. Tighten the crankshaft bolt in accordance with the
bolt manufacturer's instructions.









Adjusting Your Clutch 

There are 4 main adjustable components in a KWI+TAPP Clutch, these are:

Ramp Profile - Your KWI+TAPP clutch comes with a set of pre-chosen ramps that have been tested in
many scenarios and have been deemed to be the most generic in most situations. Changing the angle or
profile of the ramp will have many effects on the shift profile. This should only be done by an
experienced tuner; you will likely not need to change this.

Ramp Angle - The ramp angle in your KWI+TAPP Clutch is adjustable from the outside via the use of the
Quick Shift Bolts. As with other clicker style clutches the higher the number, the higher the RPM. This will
mainly affect the full shift speed but also affects the engagement and low speed slightly. IMPORTANT -
Always adjust the ramp angle in pairs across from each other, if you do not the clutch will be out of
balance.

Roller Size - Your clutch was shipped with a predetermined roller size for your application. KWI has done
extensive testing to determine the proper roller size for you and typically no changes are required. There
are 3 sizes of rollers available: standard, 1mm oversize, and 2mm oversize. Bigger rollers will rev a bit
more down low but shift out quicker and lower the full shift RPM, Smaller will lower initial RPMS a bit
and raise the full shift RPM. This has to do with the angle of the arms combined with the weight
difference of the rollers. IMPORTANT - As with the ramp angle roller size must be done in pairs across
from each other, failure to do so will result in an imbalance of the clutch and possibly failure.

Weight Adjustment - The weight in the arms can be adjusted in two ways: set screws in the arms, and
washers on the roller thru bolt. Your clutch was shipped with a basic tuning kit. As with all other clutches
add weight to lower RPM, remove weight to raise RPM. Set screws in the arms affect the low speed shift
points more than the high speed and will reduce the max RPM, and weight on the roller bolt acts like tip
weight in a conventional clutch affecting the high speed more than any other part of the curve. Adjust
this as needed for your application. IMPORTANT - As with all other adjustments, do this evenly and
only in pairs across from each other, failure to do so will result in an imbalance of the clutch and
possible failure.

Custom KWI+TAPP Ramps



Flipping two opposing ramps from position “A” to “B” will increase RPM engagement and result in a
harder shift profile.  For drag racing, flip all four ramps to position “B”. This will further increase
engagement and result in an even more aggressive shift profile. For low engagement “cruising or duning”
use position “A”.

Allen Screw Weight Configuration

The KWI+TAPP Clutch includes eight standard ½” Allen Screws each weighing 2.6 grams.  IMPORTANT -
Do not use washers with allen screws.









  Bolt Weight Configuration 

Allen screws must be added in pairs opposite to one another to keep the TAPP Clutch balanced. Adding
two allen screws will add 5.2 grams.



The TAPP Clutch includes a Roller Bolt Weight Kit with the following parts:

Roller Bolts:         1 ½” = 5.8 grams

1 ¾” = 6.8 grams

2” = 7.5 grams

Washers:           Regular = 1.2 grams







Other Optional Parts:

Rollers:         TSR-0 Standard     9.9 grams       OD 15.5mm
TSR-1 +1mm        12.5 grams       OD 16.5mm
TSR-2 +2mm        15.3 grams       OD 17.5mm

Springs:        DARK BLUE 180-310 @2.8"/1.5"     +1400 engagement
BLACK/BLUE                160-270  @2.8"/1.5"     +1200 engagement
SILVER/BLACK              140-210  @2.8"/1.5"     +1000 engagement
BLACK/PINK                 103-209  @2.8"/1.5"      +500 Engagement
SILVER/BLUE                100-190  @2.8"/1.5"      +500 engagement
SILVER/BLACK/WHITE  35-212  @2.8"/1.5"       STD Engagement

   



For any other tuning questions call KWI or TAPP directly:

TAPP MFG Inc.

PO Box 743

725 TCH  Frontage Road

Sicamous, BC V0E 2V0

info@tappclutch.com

Call  (250) 804-6952

KWI Clutching

SHIPPING ADDRESS: 18530 W
3000N RD #118 REDDICK IL, 60961

PHONE: 815.216.6000 PLEASE
NOTE AFTER HOURS CALLS WILL BE
RETURNED ON NEXT BUSINESS
DAY


